DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
June 1, 2014

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
Door Hardware, 08 71 00

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
May 1, 2010

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Door Hardware, 08 71 00

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. Dates of Applicable Publications have been updated to reflect current editions.
2. Section checked and confirmed to comply with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
3. Part 1 reference to new Division 1 Section 01 81 11 “Sustainable Design Requirements” added.
4. COTR changed to read COR throughout section.
5. Included IBC as a reference standard.
6. Removed manufacturers.
7. Removed healthcare references and modified formatting.
8. Added provisions relating to new Physical Security Manual, as it applies to NCA, including addition of hardware sets and requirements for electromagnetic locks and electric strikes.